we'll start outside the PIRs docking

compartment flight engineers your

chicken and misurkin had reviewed their

timeline with specialists on the ground

this morning for their planned excursion

and John peers yurchikhin and misurkin

to both out of the their airlock and are

getting themselves ready to move

themselves plus a protective cover for a

laser communication system here on the

starboard side looking back toward the

aft end of the station but trying to

look over the trust itself as well as

the okay it's now I am ready to receive
let me take care of the short one first

that's okay please move further down

but that is and only after we

coordinated with bugles rotating the panel okay we'll let you know

all right here well pretty much yep they make for it disabled some two hours ago

in advance of the spacewalkers getting out there but you can see some areas of the discoloration there those are in front of where those thrusters aren't

come from the thruster firings

mazurkin is translating along hand a hand and as he moves moving his tethers
from one handrail to the next make sure

that he's always connected to the

station no danger of floating away he

said use your cutting to use okay are

you receiving video we are over there

the antenna